Increasing the usefulness of tandem walking evaluation.
Tandem walking testing is a "standard" clinical technique for assessing balance and gait, but it is not a standardized test. We wished to develop a protocol by which we could measure sway during tandem walking at a patient's preferred cadence and at an altered cadence, which might be more challenging. Fifteen patients with vestibular complaints were evaluated with standard tandem walking testing while wearing the Swaystar belt-mounted accelerometer and were also assessed in the same way with tandem walking at two altered cadences. We measured tandem walking sway amplitude and sway velocity with eyes open in both pitch and roll planes at a patient's preferred cadence, at 75% of their preferred cadence, and at 125% of their preferred cadence. We measured total sway amplitude and sway velocity in pitch and roll planes during tandem walking with eyes open while wearing Swaystar to see if there was any increase in sway at nonpreferred cadences. There was no correlation between preferred cadence and the age of the patient. However, there was a significant increase in both sway amplitude and sway velocity at both of the nonpreferred cadences. Disruption of a patient's preferred cadence may present an unnatural task, and this challenge to a patient's innate gait may help detect subtle vestibular disease.